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improve. The fifth-generation Chevrolet Camaro is a pony car that was manufactured by
American automobile manufacturer Chevrolet from to model years. Production of the fifth
generation model began on March 16, [7] after several years on hiatus since the previous
generation 's production ended in and went on sale to the public in April for the model year. By
spring , the first concept car of the fifth-generation of the Camaro was in development. Several
sketches of both exterior and interior were drawn to resemble of how the car was going to look,
these sketches were shown months later to the public. Once sketches were finished, the
Camaro was constructed as a clay model which was complete by fall and was shown to the
public in early These vehicles were used for crash testing, test driving, and to handle extreme
weather conditions such as in Canada, Arizona, and Australia. By January , Chevrolet
announced that the test mules will not be camouflaged [10] and various images of the Camaro
were released in the same year, including pre-production models. It was powered by a 6. The
wheelbase is The concept was inspired by the Camaro. Early speculation on the existence of
the car by many automotive publications [19] [20] [21] proved to be true when an early embargo
was broken on January 4, Every surface was changed from the door-cut back. The rear spoiler
was also reshaped. There were many interior changes that were incorporated into the new
concept. The metal finishes, accent panels, and seats were all in different colors. The clarity of
the circular gauges in square frames were improved by making the faces white with black
chrome numbers and a red anodized needle. Chrome seat-belt buckles were designed to look
like the iconic belts buckles in late s GM automobiles. This reworked interior of the Camaro
Convertible Concept was a very close representation of what would be seen in the production
version of the vehicle. The interior also featured the same black theme as the exterior. The
heritage of COPO's performance history was reflected with the inclusion of a high-performance
exhaust and improved headers, air intake system, and camshaftâ€”all developed by GM
Performance Parts. Other modifications included a Tremec six-speed manual transmission,

Brembo brakes, Hurst short-throw shifter, inch custom wheels, and a lowered ride height. The
exterior of the car was finished in Victory Red with accents of matte black on the "LS7" badges,
front grille slot, rear headlight panel, and hood. The LS7 logo was repeated in Victory Red on
top of the hood cowl. The interior had a matching color scheme with red panel trim on the
doors, dash, and gages. Gloss black replaced every trim that came in silver in the final
production Camaros, such as on the steering wheel, shifter knob, vent trimmings, and center
console clusters. The Camaro Dale Earnhardt Jr. The Camaro started life in SS trim and was
tuned to run on higher-octane E85 fuel. It featured a gray and white paint scheme with orange
trim. It features a carbon fiber hood, trunk lid, doors and fenders to keep weight down and is
powered by an LS3 V8 engine mated to a Tremec TR six-speed manual transmission. The new
Camaro was originally scheduled to begin production in and to go on sale in the first quarter of
for the model year, [6] [32] [33] but General Motors stated in March that production would be
delayed until February with the Camaro going on sale in the spring of for the model year.
Chevrolet General Manager Ed Peper stated that the new Camaro "will appeal to both men and
women, and unite customers with fond memories of previous Camaros with those who first
experienced a Camaro" when the concept was unveiled in January Following the development
of the Zeta architecture and because of its position as the GM global center of RWD
development, GM Holden in Australia led the final design, engineering, and development of the
Camaro. Original plans for the car included sharing the chassis with the Impala , which was to
be switched to the Zeta platform. The SS with manual transmission is powered by the 6. The L99
V8 engine, not to be confused with the earlier LT-series L99 , uses Active Fuel Management
which enables the engine to run on only four cylinders during urban driving conditions, such as
highway cruising, to improve fuel economy. Rally and hockey stripe packages were made
available in several colors as well. US models went on sale in the first quarter of Japan models
included the LT and SS, and went on sale in The package included an Autobot shield badge on
the driver and passenger side fenders underneath the Camaro nameplate, Autobot shield on
each of the four wheel's center cap, Autobot shield embroidered on interior center console,
Transformers logo on driver and passenger doors' sill plates replacing the original "Camaro"
labeled plates, and high-gloss black center rally stripes with the Transformers ghost logo
embedded. This then made the Camaro resemble the Bumblebee Camaro from the movie, often
referred to as T1 Bumblebee. Japanese models of the ten package went on sale on in February
The extra performance is added with virtually no penalty in fuel economy. Besides the power
upgrades, the vehicle also gets an upgraded Centerforce clutch and pressure plate for the
six-speed manual transmission, an upgraded Be-Cool radiator, Brembo 6-piston brake package,
a Pedders coil-over lowering kit, and a bodykit that includes a new rear diffuser as well as a
revised front fascia and hood with additional vents for the brakes and engine. The Synergy
Concept Camaro was one of two concepts that showcased GM accessories that could be
applied to the Camaro, previewing a new Synergy Green production exterior color [56] which
featured the latest in Camaro appearance accessories offered through Chevrolet dealers in and
demonstrated the personalization possibilities that were open to Camaro owners. The Synergy
Concept included Cyber Grey rally hood and rear deck stripes, new ground effects kit
consisting of a new rear diffuser, a front spoiler, a new rear bumper with integrated exhaust
system and a rear high wing. All accessories that were displayed on the concept Camaro were
finished in the production Cyber Grey exterior color. The concept was further enhanced with a
Pedders coil-over lowering kit and a set of large Brembo brakes. The interior is
color-coordinated with Jet Black and Synergy Green accent stitching, piping, interior trim kit
and green ambient lighting that run along the door panels and speedometers. The production
version of the concept Camaro, the Synergy Special Edition would eventually be made available
in February through May in limited numbers. Japanese models went on sale in February
through May The interior comes with black and gray leather seats which feature red accent
stitching that is also applied to the steering wheel and shifter boot that is surrounding a Hurst
short-throw shifter as well as an interior trim kit painted in Silver Ice that incorporates the door
panels and dash trim. Mechanically, the car is equipped with a combination of General Motor
Performance Parts off-road shorty headers, Pedders' suspension kit, off-road exhaust and
Brembo Calipers painted in Victory Red. The car is painted in Berlin Blue while the ground
effects are painted a contrasting color. The interior is trimmed in Jet Black and Sedona. Other
interior features including footwell lighting and premium door sill plates. The concept also
features advanced technology and premium audio options such as a Boston Acoustics sound
system, WiFi connectivity, and cradle for an iPhone. Chevrolet launched a graphics campaign in
October asking Camaro enthusiasts to vote for their favorite design from several accessory
graphics packages. The Camaro Graphics Concept wore those designs in different days. Brent
Dewar , vice president of Chevrolet, said that "Camaro has thousands of fans on the social

media sites and that this is one way for the company to stay connected to its customers. The
production units came accented by Cyber Grey Rally Stripes running the length of the Camaro
hood and rear deck. The color scheme is carried over on the interior with a Synergy Green
instrument panel and door inserts with green ambient lighting that run along the door panels.
Synergy Green stitching also accents the Jet Black cloth seats, steering wheel, shift knob, and
center console. Other standard features include paddle shifters, the Convenience and
Connectivity Package which offers Bluetooth phone connectivity, a USB port for MP3 players,
and remote vehicle start for models equipped with an automatic transmission. Though this
edition of the Camaro has certain accessories that come available with the RS package, the RS
package itself was not available to purchase with the Synergy Camaro order. The Synergy
Special Edition was available in limited production from February to May , a total of were sold.
The event and organization logos of the Indianapolis Speedway are decaled on both driver and
passenger doors with special badging placed underneath both front quarter panels of the
Camaro nameplate. Special event stitching of the event replaces the "SS" stitching on the
headrests of the front interior seating, with special premium accented floor mats and Inferno
Orange accented interior trim kit. The front grille is replaced with the heritage grille that was
made available as an aftermarket accessory from GM, with the addition of an Inferno Orange
trimmed engine cover. Production was limited to units, the majority of which were produced in
automatics and a few had manual transmissions Mostly Canadian. Out of the units, 50 were sent
to the Indianapolis event Festival cars which could be seen during Pole Day prior to the event
with each darning a license plate reflecting its number from Production of the Camaro Z4Z
began half-way through the model year. The production of the Camaro was temporarily halted in
April when all of the Z4Z models were produced. After the Z4Z models were produced,
production of the standard models resumed. The Camaro 2SS Indy Pace Car Z4Z is the second
lowest production number Camaro pace car has been made available for public purchase since
its debut at the Indianapolis in The ZL would have a supercharger attached to the 6. It would
also include inch 5-spoke red line machined spoke face with ZL center caps. A decal on the rear
tail light in flat black. It also included a numbered plaque on the dashboard and numbered key
fobs. It also sported a cold air induction system and an axle-back exhaust system with unique
tips. A tweaked suspension lowered the front by 1-inch the rear by 0. The hood of the car
utilizes an RTM hood with a functional heat extractor. The ZL used the same 6. The ZL models
came mated to the 6-speed manual transmission found in the normal Camaro but was tweaked
to be able to handle the increased power. An option for the ZL was the 6-speed manual
transmission would be installed with the clutch off of a Corvette ZR1 for sportier gear changes.
Also, an option for the ZL's transmission was being equipped with a gear ratio. Brembo brakes
were also an option. Sales began at Chevy dealers in mid It features a rally stripe, front grille,
door sill plate standard on SS RS. The vehicles went on sale in â€” Ronnie and Mark were the
drivers of the original Trans Am Camaro. Assembly of the fifth-generation Camaro took place in
Canada like its predecessor. Chevrolet started taking pre-orders for the Camaro on October 13, ,
however sales to rentals and orders made after the pre-order period, were processed before
many of the pre-orders. By the end of , General Motors confirmed more than 10, advanced
orders [69] and that all pre-orders would be completed by October It was suggested that this
may be influenced by the prominent presence of the vehicle in the Transformers movie sequel
that was released worldwide through the month. General Motors sold 61, Camaros in the
calendar year. As part of the Camaro launch in Japan, a promotion movie for Camaro was
premiered in Altavision Ginza between November 1, and November 8, The Synergy Green color
from the Special Edition would be available on all model trim levels. A head-up display HUD with
most of the instrument panel's information would be offered. The main difference is that the
version in the Corvette is able to display lateral g-forces, while that amenity is not available on
the Camaro. The car was developed with input from Pratt and Miller, Chevrolet's partner in
Corvette Racing, and Riley Technologies using parts proven in the Grand Am racing series.
Changes over the standard Camaro SS included low-gloss Icy White Metallic body color with
red accents and door graphics, carbon fiber hood, fenders, door and deck lid; exposed carbon
fiber front splitter, rockers and adjustable rear wing; unique lower grille and brake ducts,
removal of carpeting, sound deadening and rear seats; Ace suede-covered racing steering
wheel and shifter, SCCA -approved roll cage and window net, racing driver's seat with five-point
harness , racing pedals, fire suppression system, racing fuel cell, a video camera system
mounted on the roll cage, the LS3 6. On October 19, at noon EDT, orders of the Neiman Marcus
Edition Camaro Convertible were opened through Neiman Marcus and sold out within three
minutes becoming one of quickest-selling special edition vehicles that General Motors has put
out in the market. Accessories that separated this edition from the rest were noticeably that of
the exclusive tri-coat exterior paint called "Deep Bourdeaux" with ghosted rally stripes

spanning across the hood to the rear deck along with a separate "Silver" painted windshield
surround. A two-toned interior leather trim also separated the special edition from the rest with
basic black leather with "Amber" interior accents on the front and rear seats as well as on the
armrests all with accented "Brilliant Red" stitching on the aforementioned including the center
console, steering wheel, and shift knob. A black interior trim kit placed upon the doors panels
and dash which replaced the standard "Midnight Silver" that came in standard 2LT and 2SS
models. This edition of the Camaro was the only batch of units that were to follow trimming
keys of that from the Camaro Convertible Concept with the Silver painted Window surround,
interior leather trim placements, and wide spoke wheels. No Camaro Convertibles produced
from the factory ever provided a different color windshield surround other than the produced
body color. Japanese models include a choice of four base silver ice metallic, black, victory red,
summit white and two premium rally yellow, inferno orange metallic body colours. They went on
sale on 15 July This concept was to display a combination of various parts from the Chevrolet
Camaro's accessories catalog of both current and conceptual pieces to provide a different
appearance from the other Camaro models. In , the car would pop its face again however under
a different exterior paint scheme of "Cyber Gray Metallic" and new nameplate of Synergy Series.
It was made known that the Synergy car being shown at the SEMA event was not just going to
be a concept but that it would be made available to the general public to purchase for the year
model run. On May 5, orders were open to those who desired to purchase the appearance
package on top of the price of either a 2LT or 2SS in either a coupe or convertible plus purchase
of the RS package was required. Level One RPO: AJA : Red interior stitching on gray
leather-appointed interior seats, center console, steering wheel, shifter boot and knob, and
armrests on the doors. Switchblade Silver interior trim kit on dash and door panels with
accented red light piping in door trim, footwells, and cup holders. Body colored ground effects,
Heritage grille, Blade spoiler, and antenna. Red engine cover and red-colored Brembo brake
calipers. Premium floor mats with red edging and Silver stripe Yenko inspired decals on hood,
mailslot, rear deck, and side gills. Only units of this package incorporated into the Camaros
were to be produced for the model year run, however, only were actually ordered. So the word
"Series" was added to reflect the editions as an annual special edition. Ordering of the
appearance package began on February 17, until the end of the model and were only limited to
the following exterior colors of Black, Cyber Gray Metallic, and Imperial Blue Metallic. Integrated
with the purchase of the XM Accessory Appearance Package were front body colored Heritage
Grille, inch diameter 5-spoke polished aluminum wheels, Silver strip running along the side of
the Camaro following the contours of the shoulders to the front with pinstriping, premium
carpeted floor mats, rear spoiler without the need to purchase an RS RPO: WRS package and a
month free trial subscription to XM Satellite Radio. Production of the Camaro began on As part
of the Camaro launch in Japan, a Camaro 2-day campaign took place between July 1, and
September 30, , featuring a 2-day test drive chosen by raffle from Chevrolet dealers. After the
version incarnation of Hawaii Five-0 was picked up by CBS for broadcast, starting with the
second episode September 27, , a Chevrolet product placement deal includes a Camaro RS
used by Danny Williams Scott Caan used for the first three seasons, with a Camaro replacing it
for Season 4. The Chevrolet Camaro was launched in China in April through imports under the
Legend trim level. The 3. Imports for the fifth generation Camaro ended in Crystal Red Tintcoat
replaces Red Jewel as an exterior color. Japanese models went on sale in January The COPO
Camaro Concept is a factory-built Stock Eliminator race car and the spiritual successor to the
legendary special-order models from , with provisions for two engine configurations 7. It
features a black convertible tonneau cover, Chevrolet Accessories 21x8. The Camaro 1LE
Concept is a version of the Camaro featuring production components from both the Camaro SS
and the then forthcoming Camaro ZL1, with Victory Red body color, flat black hood and hash
mark extensions, satin black splitter, rocker panels, rear spoiler and outside mirrors; sport
suspension featuring Magnetic Ride Control, electric power steering, six-speed manual
close-ratio transmission, 20xinch front and 20xinch rear racing wheels in satin black , Goodyear
Eagle F1 Supercar G asymmetrical tires from the ZL1 , Brembo six-piston front calipers with
two-piece front rotors and four-piston rear calipers Chevrolet Official Licensed Product , dual
exhaust outlets with ZL1-style active exhaust and diffuser, shock tower brace, Chevrolet
Accessories red engine cover, Black leather interior with Light Stone stitching, Graphite Silver
door and instrument panel inserts, ZL1 shifter with Light Stone stitching, ZL1 flat-bottom
steering wheel and Chevrolet Accessories pedal kit. Camaro ZL1 Carbon Concept is a version of
Camaro ZL1 with Ashen Gray body colour, Chevrolet Accessories exposed-weave carbon fiber
"Mohawk" hood insert, Carbon fiber rear spoiler with stainless-steel wicker bill, Carbon fiber
inserts on the interior door and instrument panel, 20xinch front and 20xinch rear wheels in satin
black with machined faces, Brembo six-piston front calipers with two-piece front rotors and

four-piston rear calipers Chevrolet Official Licensed Product , Magnetic Ride Control, dual
exhaust outlets with active exhaust and diffuser, Jet Black leather interior with sueded
microfiber seat inserts and Torch Red stitching, ZL1 short-throw shifter with suede and carbon
fiber-trimmed shift knob and Suede-trimmed flat-bottom steering wheel and ZL1 pedals. At least
30 percent of the parts on the ZL1 are exclusive to the model. Power is delivered to the rear
wheels by either a six-speed manual TR or a 6L90 automatic transmission. The manual
transmission has a stronger outputshaft, a more robust rear housing and an additional
mainshaft roller bearing to provide percent more torque capacity than the automatic
transmission used in the Camaro SS. To improve shift quality, there are triple synchros in some
gears and a revised linkage. A new dual-mass flywheel is bolted to a high-capacity twin-disc
clutch. The ZL1's power is complemented by exclusive performance technologies, including the
third generation of Magnetic ride suspension and Performance Traction Management. Brembo
supplied the braking system having six piston calipers at the front and four piston calipers at
the rear. A duct system delivers air from the grille to the hard-working rotors. Damping is
provided by Magnetic Ride Control units. This system can sense the need for a damping
correction 1, times per second and make that change in only five milliseconds. In addition to
modulating engine torque for optimum launch performance in manual-equipped ZL1s, PTM also
varies the traction control and suspension damping as needed. The five available modes are for
wet, dry, sport with or without stability control and race-driving conditions. Additional
track-ready features standard on the Camaro ZL1 include coolers for the engine, transmission
and rear differential, cooling ducts for the Brembo brakes, and a high-performance fuel system
delivering fuel to the LSA engine under any performance-driving condition. The ZL1's rear axle
includes a high-capacity cast-iron-case differential, large asymmetrical half shafts, and
extra-heavy-duty universal joints. To keep the lubricant temperature in line, there's an oil-to-oil
heat exchanger built into the bottom of the differential. In addition, the engine is fitted with the
same oil-to-coolant heat exchanger used in the Corvette ZR1. The ZL1 has a deeper oil pan, a
longer pickup, and a higher-capacity pump than the SS. The Camaro 2LS was introduced in
Designed for a better fuel economy using a slightly different gear ratio, this model resembles
the trim of the original LS. It was available in both a manual transmission as well as an optional
6-speed automatic transmission with shift paddles on each opposite side of the steering wheel.
It has a Powerglide automatic transmission with a choice of 3 engines an LS7 7. It also has a
choice of 5 body colors Flat Black, Summit White, Victory Red, Silver Ice Metallic and Ashen
Gray Metallic , a solid rear axle, a full chrome moly roll cage, removal of sound deadening and
power accessories, 2 racing bucket seats deletion of rear seat , a safety harness for the driver, a
competition floor shifter, Chevrolet Performance gauges, Bogart racing wheels and Hoosier
Racing Tires. Collector's Package includes all three COPO racing engines
serial-number-matched to the car, with one installed at the time of delivery. Only 69 units were
made. It features a supercharged LSX 5. Two units were made which were numbered 68 and
Production of the ZL1 for the model year amounted to 1, units. The COPO Camaro models were
built by hand starting with hardware from the Oshawa assembly plant, including the same
"body in white" body shells racers can purchase from Chevrolet Performance. Hot Wheels
produced a collector's edition scale model car based on the Camaro Hot Wheels Concept.
Changes made in the model year include: []. The RS package available for LT and SS models
added inch wheels, body-color roof moldings and antenna and high-intensity discharge
headlamps. Changes to the SS models included standard variable-effort electric power steering,
optional Recaro bucket seats, optional dual-mode exhaust system on manual
transmission-equipped models. Both features were introduced on the Camaro ZL1. The
convertible top color choices include black and beige. In addition, the design incorporates the
distinctive halo light rings and dual-port grille appearances, and the gold bowtie. It features a
custom gray metallic body colour accented with tribal and Smoke graphics in flat red and silver
pinstripes, tinted headlamp lenses with red halo lighting, custom wheels with a Piano Black
finish and red accents, Jet Black leather seats with suede inserts and scarlet accent stitching,
embroidered Tony Stewart signatures on the seats, suede leather door panel inserts and
instrument panel wrapping with laser-etched details, Jet Black leather door armrests with
French stitching and white piping, Jet Black suede leather-wrapped steering wheel with scarlet
accent stitching, Piano Black trim plates and a custom gauge cluster bezel. The Camaro ZL1
Touring Convertible concept is a Camaro ZL1 convertible with green exterior color, spoke
Chevrolet Accessories wheels with liquid metal finish and milled faces, windshield header
frame, taillamp bezels and exterior badges with liquid metal finish; matte black splitter and
rockers, matte black upper fascia blackout, polished shock tower brace under the hood, ebony
leather seats with Mojave perforated leather inserts and light Mojave stitching, Mojave
leather-wrapped armrests, leather shift knob and console lid with Mojave stitching, Chevrolet

Accessories Ice Blue interior lighting kit, ZL1-logo premium floor mats and sill plates. It went on
sale in March Changes include:. Production began in the first quarter of , and ordering began in
October The car is sold without a Vehicle identification number VIN though, and thus cannot be
registered for highway use. Engine Collector's Package includes all three COPO racing engines
serial-number-matched to the car, with one installed at the time of delivery. Production began in
April , with deliveries starting in early Summer. Production amounted to a total of 69 units. Jeep
at the Wixom plant. US models of the Camaro arrived at Chevrolet dealers later in The package
includes a large splitter connected to an underbody panel, fender flares over the front and rear
wheels, extended rocker panels, redesigned rear spoiler and a functional diffuser. Other
changes include interior trim in matte-metallic Octane finish, a flat-bottomed steering wheel,
standard Recaro seats with microfiber suede inserts and manual adjustment, elimination of the
seat-back pass through, high-density foam in place of the rigid structure of the seat back and
steel mesh of the seat bottom, a 7. Takara Tomy produced a self-transforming Camaro coupe
under the Transformers Omnibot line, produced in association with Kenji Ishida of Brave
Robotics. The toy was unveiled at the Tokyo Toy Show in From Wikipedia, the free
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Monte Carlo. Sports car. Sold as a Police Pursuit Vehicle. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Very helpful and honest!! Willing to help you out at all cost to
make sure you get the vehicle you want. Experience was flawless, although the truck I was
looking at was already sold. They offered to help with locating another truck plus any other
assistance they could offer. Highly recommended. Excellent low pressure professional sales
Experience! Taylor was responsive, thorough and a delight to work with! Bought from here! The
sales person was greatt to deal with and was very helpful. They made the buying experience
pleasant. I would highly reccommend them. The guy could not remember his name. Did not
know much about his cars I had to look at the stickers on them myself. Was quire upset I told
him I. A deer hunter. I contacted the dealership and expressed my interest in this vehicle. They
called me back when it was ready. We drove an hour to test drive it. The whole experience went
very smoothly. Thanks for my new ride. Excellent customer service, clean setting, all cars I test
drove were as described on the website and fairly priced. I felt confident making a purchase
here. Verified buyer, had a great experience, fast and easy plus got a great deal on my vehicle.

The salesperson told me the car was completely gone over and in good mechanical condition.
He also said the only thing it needs is tires. The first thing I did was check the oil and it was
filthy. I took the SUV go a test drive.. I took car around block and brought it back. I would not
suggest buying a car from this dealer! Steven was very responsive, including sending me the
Carfax. He answered all my questions. Just talked to one salesman, but he was super polite and
understanding that I had already found a car. Cassidy did an excellent job helping with my new
car purchase. Got my new car the very same day Thank you Cassy and everyone at Modern
Classic Motors!!! Nice locally owned dealership. Easy to deal with. Negotiated a fair price.
Definitely would buy from again. I called and asked about it. The salesmanverified my mailing
address and said they would mail the check. That's the last I have heard from them. I have
waited for over six weeks and still no check. Not a very trustworthy company. I would not
recommend doing business with them. The car was even better than he said it was. Straight
shooter and a fair deal! I recommend you to buy your dream car with sc enthusiast they are
amazing friendly people Jason was awesome and rich did everything he can so I could get my
car I wanted. I just did not want to have 8 cylander The truck I was going to get I put down and
they sold the truck I will not go back there or refer anyone. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Image Not Available. Private Seller: Will. Ulysses, KS
Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. With such low miles it was like it was a brand new car. Previous
owner maintained very well. A that had been driven less than miles average per year. The
Camaro SS drives great but is claustrophobic. The LS is strong and the LT2 six cyl. The LT 2
and the ss are both very cheaply designed and appointed , thank God they made great strides
forward on the and up. Other than the cheapo interior the car is fine. To bad they are stopping
production in Probably to be repla Read more. This car is a great value in terms of value per
dollar. I will admit there is one or two feature I would have like to had, but they were not deal
breakers. Enthusiastically happy LT1 owner. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. When to this dealer to get the truck I want to drive
the truck but this people want to run the credit first before drive the truck back customers
experience I got for this people The car need to drive it first if I like it then run my credit this
people is scammers. I'm giving them five star because they were professional when I spoke with
them. What a great experience! Alex worked out a great deal for us. Our family is so grateful. We
drove seven hours to see the car, and we were not disappointed. Thank you Alex and wish you
great success! Car sold before I had a chance to see the car but they were Very helpful and tried
their hardest to get me in to see the car and work out a deal. Timely response to my initial
inquiry. However, my second inquiry has not produced a response. I reached out to this
dealership some time ago. Sales Representative, David kept me updated on a Mini that caught
my interest. The purchasing process was quick, and safe with Covid precautions. I love my new
car super clean and perfect for my needs. Thanks you all. The dealer advertised a faulty car and
it took them almost 5 days to refund my deposit. Overall a good experience. Their finance
department would not accept a check from my credit union which I believe is because they
wanted me to finance through them. But my salesman was good and everything else went off
without a hitch. Dealer called, asked questions about my trade - which I answered including VIN
and options. They then declined to give me an estimated trade in value for my vehicle why ask
the questions then? And more importantly they reported the listed truck is not for sale nor
availbe to be seen. That's the definition of a fake listing. To be clear - they didn't say it was sold
or was under deposit. They said it's not actually for sale, not on the lot. Worked with Daniel, the
salesman, he was very pleasant and personable. Everyone in the building was very nice, asking
if they could get us anything. We were there for a bit, negotiating, but everyone was very helpful
and pleasant. Ended up buying the car from them. They also put in emission test and new
battery if needed as the battery was dead when we arrived. They were super friendly and very
easy to work with. Quick sale. Best experience we have in the 4 days of car shopping in
Phoenix. These guys rock! We bought the van, it broke down a few miles later. They had a
flatbed there in 20 minutes. Took it back to their shop, called me the next morning and repaired
it at no cost! I definitely recommend them! Responded quickly and well. Able to work with me
and knowledge of vehicle was pretty good. Not the best deal for me. Great experience! They

followed up my initial contact. Contacted me again, and sold me a car. I especially liked their
lower prices due to the Anti-Theft protection. Very personable. Zero stars if I could. This dealer
will list a vehicle for one price on CarGurus and change the price with what they call
reconditioning charges. I can validate what others have said. This is not negotiable. I consider
this practice as deceptive. I was very disappointed with my inquiry. Very helpful staff at Howdy
Honda! Quick response to an excellent service! They have what's called upfront pricing and I
wasn't aware of that until later on. The Chevrolet Camaro is a well-rounded entry-level sports
car for those who want the look and feel of Detroit muscle with a relatively small commitment to
price and performance. The Camaro is offered as a coupe and a convertible with seating for four
passengers. The Camaro was first introduced for the model year, though it had a hiatus in
production after and a reintroduction for The current generation, which was redesigned in and
refreshed in , is currently available with 4-, 6-, and 8-cylinder engines. CarGurus gave the
Camaro an 8. Pros: The Camaro starts out affordable and can be equipped with a choice of
impressive powertrains, which makes it a good choice for buyers with a range of budgets. For ,
it received updated styling and technology. The current powertrain lineup consists of a
horsepower turbocharged 4-cylinder, a horsepower V6, a horsepower V8, and a horsepower
supercharged V8. Rear-wheel drive RWD is compulsory. A 6-speed manual transmission comes
standard, and 8- and speed automatics are available, depending on engine choice.
Fuel-economy ratings for the volume V6 and V8 models were on par with the previous
generation. From on, the Camaro was offered with a 3. With the automatic transmission, the V6
Camaro came in at 21 mpg combined, and the V8 delivered 19 combined. According to the
NHTSA, this generation was prone to quality issues with exterior lighting and faulty body welds.
The Chevrolet Camaro is a good choice for an affordable sports car, but there are others. The
Ford Mustang is a good example along with the Dodge Challenger , particularly among buyers
who favor American brands or vehicles with a strong Detroit heritage. From its debut as a model
year vehicle until it left the market in , the Chevrolet Camaro had been a staple of America's
pony car scene. Without it, the Ford Mustang went relatively unchallenged, as the Dodge didn't
revive the Charger sedan until , and the Challenger coupe until So, when the Camaro finally
returned for the model year, it was sure to make an impact. The fifth-generation car, which
spanned until , did away with the sleek, streamlined design Chevrolet had adopted in the s.
Instead, the new Camaro showcased a retro-inspired look reminiscent of the first- and
second-generation cars. Under the hood, shoppers had a choice of either a V6 or a V8. The 3.
For drivers who need the low rumble of an American V8, the naturally aspirated 6. Interestingly,
those numbers dropped down to and , respectively, when the Camaro was fitted with a 6-speed
automatic transmission, rather than the 6-speed manual. Shoppers who want even more from
their Camaro can look into the ZL1 trims which, starting in , employed a supercharged 6. When
compared with Mustangs and Challengers of the time, the fifth-generation Camaro stood out as
a more capable performer along twisty roads. While the other pony cars retained much of their
"great-in-a-straight-line" driving style, Chevy had taken pains to tune the Camaros suspension
against more athletic competitive benchmarks. Inside, the Camaro also left the austerity of the
earlier-generation models behind. A touchscreen infotainment system arrived, and the car's
interior technology adopted a clear visual language. Square gauges in the driver's information
binnacle, a quad of analog gauges at the base of the center stack, and chunky round dials with
d-pad-style controls all added to the Camaro's retro flavor. Chevrolet would evolve this design
over the years, culminating in today's sixth-generation car. Used Chevrolet Camaro for Sale
Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find
Chevrolet Camaro listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Salman. Tuscaloosa, AL
Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Request Information. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Private
Seller: Av. Shoppers Also Consider The Chevrolet Camaro is a good choice for an affordable
sports car, but there are others. Read more. The Chevrolet Camaro is over 3, pounds of pure
American muscle. Chevrolet Camaro Reviews Review. With such low miles it was like it was a
brand new car. Previous owner maintained very well. A that had been driven less than miles
average per year. The Camaro SS drives great but is claustrophobic. The LS is strong and the
LT2 six cyl. The LT 2 and the ss are both very cheaply designed and appointed , thank God they
made great strides forward on the and up. Other than the cheapo interior the car is fine. To bad
they are stopping production in Probably to be repla This car is a great value in terms of value
per dollar. I will admit there is one or two feature I would have like to had, but they were not deal
breakers. Enthusiastically happy LT1 owner. What CarGurus' Experts are Saying About the
Chevrolet Camaro â€” Fifth generation: From its debut as a model year vehicle until it left the
market in , the Chevrolet Camaro had been a staple of America's pony car scene. Chevrolet
dealers in Atlanta GA. Chevrolet dealers in Chicago IL. Chevrolet dealers in Dallas TX. Chevrolet

dealers in Houston TX. Chevrolet dealers in Los Angeles CA. Chevrolet dealers in Miami FL.
Chevrolet dealers in New York NY. Chevrolet dealers in Philadelphia PA. Chevrolet dealers in
Washington DC. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain.
Vehicle Listing Details. That's why we never charge last-minute, bogus fees. We believe in
treating you better--we think you should be able to get the right car at the right price without
worrying about fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get your car delivered as soon as the next
day with our Touchless Delivery process designed to keep you safe. Every person working at
carvana, with the exception of Crystal in underwriting and Tracy in Executive Team, have all
been mad, negligent, racist, unknowledgeable, unprofessional, and discriminating in the upper
mgt level!! My delivery has been postponed 3 times, and will be postponed for 4th time after I
call them to file complaint on my nightmare, Lisa!! She called me twice, mad?? She canceled
the 3rd delivery, demanding I re-sign another contract by noon, not taking into consideration
that I cannot function physically until or after 3 p. My vehicle was scheduled to be delivered
until p. Driver advised me on first embarrassing delivery that as long as contract was signed
during delivery, and I had proof that purchased vehicle was on auto insurance policy, he'd leave
my car!! I did add it to my auto insurance policy to start by date given, only to find that they
never brought the car on that day!! Now I have to go through the troubles to get it off!! Driver
was rude, late, and brought car to me at dark, and don't even carry an I pad for customers to
e-sign, in case contract not retrievable online to customer!! He was yelling across the street my
business and personal information to me!! What was most humiliating was that he brought
down the vehicle, with my neighbors watching, to later take it and put it back on flatbed!!! I had
purchased the vehicle in full!! The funds were verified with my credit union, which took an hour
and 3 attemps due to their lack of organization!! It only means that due to their negligence and
discrimination against a Disabled, Gay Hispanic, they are only setting Carvana up for lawsuits!!!
All of this occurred to me before signing their e-contract!! I'd rather have received my paid in
full vehicle in a timely manner as they advertise, then to seek legal remedy!!! We work with
various partners to recondition and photograph our vehicles. Our reconditioning partners
perform the same point inspection and apply the same standards as Carvana does at our own
facilities. NOTE: This vehicle must be ordered from one of our partners and is not currently in
Carvana's possession. First time with carvana, we bought a RC As one of my bank accounts
was locked they had a hard time with funds transfer. They worked with me over the phone and
got everything solved. We wanted to see the jukebox in Phoenix. Interesting but Ill have it
delivered next time. Everyone I worked with at Carvana was super friendly and helpful. Now
after having the car a few days my short wife was struggling with blind spots and wasn't comfy
with the car. They came and picked it up I will say that the condition of the vehicle was about
perfect. I was sad to see it go and I would definitively use Carvana for any additional purchase.
We have been looking at used cars locally also and the quality of what i see at dealers for
similar price doesnt compare. Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Coupe 2, Convertible Hatchback Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 2, Manual Engine Type Gas 2, Drivetrain Rear Wheel
Drive 3, Cylinders 6 cylinders 1, 8 cylinders 4 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Are You Getting a Good Deal? No
accidents. Know The Deal. Dealer Review: Every person working at carvana, with the exception
of Crystal in underwriting and Tracy in Executive Team, have all been mad, negligent, racist,
unknowledgeable, unprofessional, and discriminating in the upper mgt level!! New Listing.
Dealer Review: First time with carvana, we bought a RC Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Test drove the Camaro SS and fell in love. Superb horse power and
acceleration, handles as good as my old BMW Z4! Learn more about the Chevrolet Camaro. The
used Chevrolet Camaro received an average score of 4. If you want to learn more about the
Chevrolet Camaro, read Edmunds' expert review. Where to buy a used Chevrolet Camaro?
Shoppers just like you have reviewed dealerships near you. Now that you've found the right
vehicle for you, you can find the best place to buy a used Chevrolet Camaro. Great news!
Shopping at this dealership means you'll receive the highest level of customer service. Price,
mileage, and condition are all important factors to consider when buying a used Chevrolet
Camaro. Edmunds found 1 Good, and 13 Fair deals near you, so you can be sure to get the best
price. We also recommend reading Edmunds' consumer reviews to find common problems, and
paying for an independent inspection to make sure the used Chevrolet Camaro you're buying
doesn't have any problems that need addressing. Consumer reviews are a great resource for
determining how reliable a used Chevrolet Camaro will be. Out of consumer reviews of the used
Chevrolet Camaro available at Edmunds, 12 are one-star reviews. Take a look at those reviews

first, as they're most likely to describe reliability issues with the vehicle. Read more. Sign Up.
The Chevy store is a Top, Leather, , miles, and all original in and out. Recent new tires, no leaks,
runs Clean Title. Financing is available, we trade up or down. Have a car or truck of greater
value we can help, rates as low as 4. Only miles on car Trades are welcome, financing is
available, we trade up or down. Get notified when we have new listings available for camaro ss.
We use cookies to personalize your experience. More info. Trovit camaro ss. X x Receive the
latest car listings by email. Receive new listings by email camaro ss. By creating this email
alert, you agree to our Terms and our Privacy Policy. You can unsubscribe at any time. Year No
minimum No maximum Number of doors No minimum 2 3 4 5. No maximum 2 3 4 5. Reduced
Price! Similar searches " camaro ss": certified satellite sedan , api , coupe gto blue , 4x4 dump
truck , electric bikes , powerstroke turbo diesel suv Report View car. X Get notified when we
have new listings available for camaro ss x Receive the latest car listings by email. Manage my
alerts. Trovit by:. Our search engines. Follow us. Download the app. More info Disagree Agree.
Tell us how we can improve. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. All pricing and vehicle details
are believed to be accurate, and while every effort has been made to ensure correctness, we do
not warrant or guarantee such accuracy. Our Sale Price includes dealer discount and qualified
Manufacturer incentives which everyone qualifies. Some rebates may not be compatible with
special finance, lease and some other offers. You may also qualify for other Manufacturer
targeted incentives based on the vehicle you own etc. Dealer installed accessories extra. Please
contact dealer for details and to verify availability and eligibility. Not available with special
finance, lease and some other offers. Chevrolet - Price â€”. Mileage â€”. Make â€” Mercu
gm 34 intake manifold torque specs
brake lights wiring diagram
2012 ford taurus fuse box diagram
ry. Model â€”. Body Style â€”. Color â€”. Trim Level â€”. Dealer â€” Broadway Ford - Hyundai Genesis. Fuel Economy â€”. Year â€”. Interior Color â€”. Drivetrain â€”. Transmission â€”. Fuel
Type â€”. Cylinders â€”. Type â€” Used. OEM Certified â€” Any. Price - Lowest. Price - Highest.
Mileage - Lowest. MPG - Highest. Most Popular. Year - Highest. Date Listed - Newest. Sorry, no
matching vehicles were found. Here are some other vehicles you may be interested in:. Come
experience why our Broadway Hyundai sales and service teams are consistently rated best in
our region based on customer ratings. Visit us at S. Military Avenue, Green Bay or Broadway
will pay you top dollar for your vehicle even if you don't buy ours. Presidents Day Retail Bonus
Cash. Select Inventory Retail Customer Cash. Broadway Sale Price. Duramax 6. Visit us at
Chevrolet Consumer Cash Program. Price does not include tax, title, license and service fees.
Contact us to find out if you qualify for additional incentives.

